Booth plan

**Highlights**

**From the Blueprint to the finished Part**
See how Siemens shapes the future of industry by offering an holistic approach towards digitalization.

**Be a better machinist in 30 minutes**
Through our live programming demonstrations see how to reach the full potential of our SINUMERIK CNC.

**Enhance your production with new technologies**
Experience our new Additive Manufacturing solutions with our Holocube as well as a live demonstration on our KUKA robot.

**NEW CNC Innovations**
What are the game changing trends in CNC? We offer a variety of unique features which will enhance your production.

**Mindsphere – Siemens Cloud for Industry**
Let us explain our innovative solution to interlink physical products and production facilities.

**Retrofit and Modernization Services**
Get in touch with our cost efficient machine modernizations, in which individual components are brought up to date.

---

1. **Information Desk**
2. **Live Presentations**
3. **Education**
   - Prepare Students for careers, not jobs
4. **Retrofit**
   - An entirely new life for your machine
5. **EMCO**
   - Turning demonstrations
6. **Industry Service**
   - Services for your production
7. **SINUMERIK Panels**
   - New operator panels and HMIs
8. **Additive Manufacturing**
   - Produce in a completely new way
9. **Engineering Desk**
   - For technical Q&A
10. **CNC Systems**
    - SINUMERIK is the control of choice
11. **SINAMICS**
    - Drives for machine tools
12. **SIMOTICS**
    - Motors for machine tools
13. **Seamless Robot Integration**
    - Increased flexibility in production
14. **Smart Operation**
    - smartMobile with ncTouch
15. **ROMI**
    - 3+2 milling demonstrations
16. **SINUMERIK MDynamics & Top Surface**
    - Best in class Milling
17. **Industries**
    - Solutions for every mfg. industry
18. **Shopfloor Management**
    - Innovative engineering solutions
19. **Solution Partner**
    - PLM for discrete industry